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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic is that the 1st major take a look at of the worldwide economic system, the shock originated outside 

of the economic system. The Indian industry consists of 12 public sector banks, 22 Private sector banks, 46 foreign banks, 56 regional 

rural banks, 1485 urban cooperative banks and 96, 000 rural cooperative banks. The individuals and businessmen are using the UPI 

methods in India started at the time of demonetization and increased during the COVID-19. In August 2021, Prime Minister Mr. 

Narendra Modi launched e-RUPI, an individual and purpose-specific digital payment answer. e-RUPI may be a QR code or SMS 

string-based e-voucher that's sent to the beneficiary’s cellular phone. In this way, there was a tremendous change occurring in the 

banking functions and people of India is also grasping in the same manner. In recent days, RBI is planning to given permission with 

restrictions to the crypto Currencies as well.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic is that the 1st major take a look at 

of the worldwide economic system since the G20 monetary 

reforms were place in situ following the monetary crisis of 

2008. In distinction to the 2008 crisis, the shock originated 

outside of the economic system. The pandemic and 

government containment measures led to an unforeseen stop 

in real economic activity and placed the economic system 

beneath strain, culminating in a very severe liquidity stress 

in March 2020. This was followed by unprecedented policy 

actions to contain the economic fallout and stabilise markets. 

Authorities have unbroken in situ the massive majority of 

support measures since then to support monetary resilience 

and guarantee a sustained flow of finance to the real 

economy, in response to heightened economic uncertainty 

and continued elevated risks to monetary stability.  

 

Banks have made considerable progress since bygone eras, 

suffering and getting through numerous emergencies. The 

financial emergency initiated by the COVID-19 pandemic 

might incite another monetary emergency. This comes on 

top of the blend over the past decade of steadily low 

financing costs, guidelines, and contest from shadow 

(unregulated) banks and new computerized participants that 

have tested the customary plan of action. The inquiry is the 

thing that the outcomes will be for banks. We contend in this 

report that the COVID-19 emergency will speed up pre-

emergency propensities as repressed development and low 

financing costs will endure for quite a while, what's more, 

digitalisation will see an enormous driving force.  

 

At the tip of February 2020, the COVID-19 happening more 

and more interrupted the functioning of economies across 

most of the planet. The primary country outside China to be 

hit by the epidemic was European nation, and lots of others 

(Spain, France and also the United States among them) 

followed shortly thereafter; virtually no country has been 

spared. At the time of writing, the economic outlook is very 

unsure, as the dynamics of the pandemic and also the 

economic imprisonment intertwine, and exit ways area unit 

tentative and passionate about higher and a lot of wide-scale 

testing for immunity and on the event of an immunizing 

agent. The vary of estimates for the fall in value for 2020 is 

staggering, with double digits for several economies, the 

prospects for 2021 area unit unsure and, most significantly 

for the main target of our report, the results of COVID-19 on 

the national economy area unit tough to estimate.  

 

The COVID-19 crisis has differential ingredients than the 

world money crisis of 2007-2009 and therefore the 

succeeding sovereign debt crisis in Europe in 2011-2013. 

First, it directly hits the important economy, combining 

immense provide and demand shocks – the previous thanks 

to disruptions within the world worth chain and therefore the 

latter thanks to demand freezes owing to lockdowns. 

Second, it constitutes associate degree exogenous, global 

shock to economies, though the results can vary thanks to 

the various productive structures and monetary positions of 

every country. It so needs different policy responses. a 

primary objective is to supply liquidity to corporations, in 

particular to those directly hit by lockdowns and chain 

disruptions, whereas at the same time shielding the money 

sector from firm defaults, a replacement surge of 

nonperforming loans and therefore the erosion of the capital 

position of intermediaries. The immediate aim is to stay the 

economy in associate degree evoked coma throughout the 

imprisonment but to avoid a sequence of defaults, so activity 

will begin once more while not permanent damage to the 

productive cloth of society.  

 

The COVID-19 crisis comes at the tip of a decade that has 

witnessed vital transformation within the industry round the 

world. The business model of banking has been challenged 

by 3 developments. The primary is low interest rates, with 

nominal rates turning into negative during a few countries in 

recent years. These low rates area unit poignant the profit of 

economic establishments, specifically those that area unit 

additional dependent on maturity transformation and internet 

interest financial gain. The second is exaggerated prudent 

necessities, restrictive scrutiny and serious compliance 

prices within the wake of the 2007-2009 money crises. 

These rules have contributed considerably to enhancing the 

steadiness of the money sector however at identical time 
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they have place pressure on banks‘ profit and lessened their 

aggressiveness relative to shadow banks. The third 

development is that the huge application of digital 

technologies and therefore the emergence of latest 

competitors. Whereas these have improved the potency of 

incumbent banks and allowed new product and services.  

 

In summary, the business model of banking was already 

being challenged in the pre-Covid world by an ideal storm of 

low economic process and low interest rates, hyperbolic 

compliance prices, hyperbolic competition from a lot of 

digitally ready entities – each nimble FinTech corporations 

and large BigTech that take pleasure in deep pockets further 

because the push towards a lot of digital lives – and also the 

introduction of digital currencies like stable coins. Gain was 

low (particularly in Europe and Japan) and a few 

establishments were having hassle adapting to the 

challenges. The post-Covid world can bring new challenges 

and opportunities, possibly in the sort of giant company 

sector and family defaults and connected nonperforming 

loans, interest rates that are low for much longer, Associate 

in nursinga fast trend for medical aid. At a similar time, 

governments are already providing temporary regulative and 

higher-up relief for banks. Moreover, banks are bound to 

take pleasure in being the channel of liquidity support within 

the crisis and having access to financial institution reserves.  

 

2. COVID-19-Operational and Business 

Continuity Measures 
 

1) As you're aware, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) has declared the recent happening of the novel 

coronavirus unwellness (COVID-19) a scourge 

indicating important and in progress person-to-person 

unfold in multiple countries, with the uncertainty 

regarding the extent of unfold and also the seemingly 

impact on the worldwide economy. Many confirmed 

cases have conjointly been detected in Bharat that 

highlight the necessity of a co-ordinated strategy for 

handling the rising things for shielding the resilience of 

the Indian financial set-up.  

2) Whereas the Government of India, in co-ordination with 

the state machineries, is already taking steps for 

preventing and dominant the native transmission of 

unwellness, more steps, together with the indicative list 

bestowed below, area unit needed to be taken by the 

various banks/financial establishments as a section of 

their existing operational and business continuity plans:  

a) Fashioning strategy and observation mechanism 

regarding the unfold of the unwellness among the 

organisation, creating timely interventions for 

preventing more unfold just in case of detection of 

infected workers together with travel plans and 

quarantine needs additionally as avoiding unfold of 

panic among employees and members of the public;  

b) Taking stock of crucial processes and revisiting 

Business Continuity arrange (BCP) within the rising 

situations/scenarios with the aim of continuity in 

crucial interfaces and preventing any disruption of 

services, thanks to absence either driven by the 

individual cases of infections or preventive 

measures;  

c) Taking steps of sharing necessary instructions/ 

strategy with the employees members in any respect 

levels, for soliciting higher response and 

participation and sensitizing the employees members 

regarding preventive measures/steps to be taken in 

suspected cases, supported the directions received 

from health authorities, from time-to-time;  

d) Encourage their customers to use digital banking 

facilities as so much as attainable.  

3) Besides taking steps as on top of for making certain 

business method resilience, supervised entities ought to 

conjointly assess the impact on their record, quality, 

liquidity, etc. arising out of potential situations like 

more unfold of COVID-19 in Bharat and its result on 

the economy, contagion from wider disruption within 

the international economy and also the international 

financial set-up, etc. supported the on top of studies, 

they ought to take immediate contingency measures to 

manage the risks underneath intimation to North 

American country.  

4) Because the state of affairs needs to be monitored 

closely, each from business and social perspective, a 

fast Response Team is also official for the aim that shall 

give regular updates to the highest management on 

important developments and act as one purpose of 

contact with regulators/outside institutions/agencies.  

 

3. Market Size 
 

The Indian industry consists of 12 public sector banks, 22 

Private sector banks, 46 foreign banks, 56 regional rural 

banks, 1485 urban cooperative banks and 96, 000 rural 

cooperative banks additionally to cooperative credit 

establishments As of November 2020, the entire variety of 

ATMs in Asian country inflated to 209, 282.  

 

Asset of public sector banks stood at Rs.107.83 lakhs crores 

(US$ 1.52 trillion) in Financial Year 2020. During Financial 

Year 2016-20, bank credit grew at a CAGR of 3.57%. As of 

Financial Year 2020, total credit extended surged to US$ 1, 

698.97 billion. Throughout Financial Year 2016-2020, 

deposits grew at a CAGR of 13.93% and reached US$ 1.93 

trillion by Financial Year 2020.  

 

According to the RBI, bank credit stood at Rs.109.12 trillion 

(US$ 1.47 trillion), as of September 10, 2021. Credit to non-

food industries stood at Rs.108.42 trillion (US$ 1.46 

trillion), as of September ten, 2021.  
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Figure 1: Market Size, Sector Composition and Key trends 

Source: Indian Board of Equity Foundation 

 

4. Investments/ Developments 
 

Key investments and developments in India‘s banking 

system include:  

1) In July 2021, Google procure Business has enabled little 

merchants to access credit through tie-up with the digital 

loaning platform for MSMEs—Flexi Loans.  

2) In Dec 2020, in response to the RBI‘s cautionary 

message, the Digital Lenders‘ Association issued a 

revised code of conduct for digital loaning.  

3) As of Sep 22, 2021, the amount of bank accounts—

opened underneath the government‘s flagship money 

inclusion drive ‗Pradhan Mantri January Dhan Yojana 

(PMJDY) ‘—reached 43.47 crore and deposits in January 

Dhan bank accounts totalled >Rs.1.44 trillion (US$ 19.53 

billion).  

4) On November 6, 2020, WhatsApp started UPI payments 

service in Republic of Indiaon receiving the National 

Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) approval to ‗Go 

Live‘ on UPI during a stratified manner.  

5) In Oct 2020, HDFC Bank and Greek deity Hospitals 

partnered to launch the ‗HealthyLife Programme‘, a 

holistic aid resolution that produces healthy living 

accessible and cheap on Apollo‘s digital platform.  

6) In 2019, banking and money services witnessed 32 

Merger and Acquisition activities price US$ 1.72 billion.  

7) In March 2020, banking company of State of India (SBI), 

India‘s largest investor, raised US$ one hundred million 

in inexperienced bonds through private placement.  

8) In February month 2020, the Cabinet Committee on 

Economic Affairs gave its approval for continuation of 

the method of recapitalization of Regional Rural Banks 

(RRBs) by providing minimum regulative capital to 

RRBs for one more year on the far side 2019-20-until 

2020-21 to those RRBs that are unable to keep up 

minimum Capital to Risk weighted Assets magnitude 

relation (CRAR) of Sep 11 as per the regulative norms 

prescribed by run batted in.  

9) The NPAs (Non-Performing Assets) of economic banks 

recorded a recovery of Rs.400, 000 large integer (US$ 

57.23 billion) within the last four years as well as record 

recovery of Rs.156, 746 crore (US$ 22.42 billion) in 

Financial Year 2019.  
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Figure 2: Advantages of India Post COVID 

Source: Indian Board of Equity Foundation 

 

5. Government Initiatives 
 

1) In Sept 2021, Central Banks of Republic of India and 

Singapore proclaimed to link their digital payment 

systems by July month 2022 to initiate instant and 

inexpensive fund transfers.  

2) In August 2021, Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi 

launched e-RUPI, an individual and purpose-specific 

digital payment answer. e-RUPI may be a QR code or 

SMS string-based e-voucher that's sent to the 

beneficiary‘s cellular phone. Users of this one-time 

payment mechanism are able to redeem the voucher at 

the service supplier while not the usage of a card, digital 

payments app, or web banking access.  

3) As per Union Budget 2021-22, the govt. can disinvest 

IDBI Bank and privatize 2 public sector banks.  

4) As per Union Budget 2019-20, the govt. projected 

absolutely machine-driven GST refund module 

associate degree an electronic invoice system which will 

eliminate the requirement for a separate e-way bill.  

5) Government smoothly carried out consolidation, 

reducing the number of Public Sector Banks by eight.  

6) As of September 2018, the Government of India made 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) scheme an 

open-ended scheme and added more incentives.  

7) The Government of India planned to inject Rs.42, 000 

crore (US$ 5.99 billion) in public sector banks by 

March.  

 

6. Achievements 
 

1) In August 2021, Unified Payments Interface (UPI) 

recorded 3.55 billion transactions worth Rs.6.39 trillion 

(US$ 86.14 billion).  

2) According to the RBI, India‘s foreign exchange reserves 

reached US$ 639.64 billion, as of September 17, 2021.  

3) To improve infrastructure in villages, 204, 000 point of 

sale (PoS) terminals have been sanctioned from the 

Financial Inclusion Fund by National Bank for 

Agriculture & Rural Development (NABARD).  

4) The number of transactions through immediate payment 

service (IMPS) reached 303.76 million (by volume) and 

amounted to Rs.2.84 trillion (US$ 38.07 billion) in June 

2021.  

 

7. Digital Payments during COVID-19 
 

7.1 Definition of Money 

 

―The stock of assets that can be readily used to make 

transactions‖. Cash is seen as ―serving three purposes: 

medium of exchange, unit of account and store of value‖. 

These 3 functions, or functions, of cash ought to be 

separated into people who square measure needed and 

people that square measure fascinating. A medium of 

exchange could be a requirement. In many ways this can be 

the definition of cash – the asset that will be used to create 

transactions. The existence of a unit of account could be a 

fascinating feature to facilitate trade because it permits a 

typical unit during which to live all kinds of value (goods, 

services, assets). The stability of the unit of account relative 

to the worth of products and services is ensured by the 

financial organisation and its management of inflation. this 

can be a fascinating feature of the plus that we have a 

tendency to decision cash, however it's not needed. for 

instance, countries with high levels of inflation use their 

currency as cash albeit it's not a (good) store of value.  

 

Since the creation of recent central banks, the definition of 

cash likewise as its three functions are simply specifiable 

and associated to the thing through that price was transferred 

throughout dealing, namely, physical banknotes issued by 

the financial organisation. Banknotes square measure 

denominated within the unit of account and, as a result, the 

flexibility of a bank note to function a store valuable is 

inherited from the soundness of the unit of account. If the 

financial organisation maintains low and stable inflation, 

banknotes are going to be assets whose price is stable over 

time.  
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7.2. From Physical to Digital Money 

 

As we tend to move from physical money to bank accounts, 

the medium of exchange function of cash becomes difficult 

to Identify. For the opposite two functions, however, it's still 

quite easy. Bank accounts area unit assets that are 

denominated within the unit of account. owing to their 

mounted redemption price, they inherit the steadiness of the 

worth of the currency.  

 

When it involves the question of however bank accounts 

become a medium of exchange, there are a unit many 

complications. First, there's no medium of exchange 

standing that applies to bank accounts (or the other variety 

of digital money). Second, in order for the quality to become 

a medium of exchange we want to work out however its 

possession will displace, i. e. we want a payment 

technology. Payment technologies are available in several 

forms. Cheques represent a non – digital payment 

technology related to bank balances, however the technology 

isn't as universal as money as their acceptance is far 

additional discretionary and subject to credit risk.  

 

Debit and credit cards have confidence digital technologies 

for communication between the different players concerned 

during dealing. They need an association between the 

checking account of the client which of the merchandiser, 

provided via a technology related to a merchant‘s location 

terminal connected either directly to the bank or via 

associate degree intermediate like a MasterCard company.  

 

These networks aren't perpetually gift and, even once they 

area unit, there will be some kind of segmentation. In the 

case of each cheques and credit cards, there's no guarantee 

that they will be accepted as cash and so their property as a 

medium of exchange applies solely in some circumstances. 

In fact, every payment technology comes with a collection 

of options that distinguishes it from the others in terms of 

the degree of convenience and easy use, speed and value. 

Money machines, cheques, bank – to bank transfers, credit 

cards and smart phone apps all offer access to checking 

account balances, however terribly totally different attributes 

have. The main insight is that within the transition from 

physical money to bank accounts or the other variety of 

digital cash, the label ‗money‘ isn't any longer exactly 

defined. We‘ve got several sorts of cash, and a few of them 

solely serve their full functions in sure circumstances or 

inside sure platforms. What some may consider cash isn't 

cash to others. Fundamentally, bank accounts as a variety of 

digital cash produce a separation between the quality (and its 

value) and also the medium of exchange practicality that we 

need from it. A payments technology is critical to convert a 

bank balance into a medium of exchange so we will decision 

it cash.  

 

7.3 The Evolution of Payment Technologies in A Digital 

World 

 

For decades, the existence of various payment technologies 

and its evolution was largely managed and controlled by 

banks. Banks provided liquid and safe deposit accounts and 

these accounts were connected via settlement systems, 

through the financial organisation. Requesting a payment 

from one checking account to another meant employing an 

explicit payment technology – credit or debit cards, cheques 

or bank-to-bank transfers – largely managed by banks.  

 

Innovation in payments, and above all the event of quicker 

and a lot of universal MasterCard networks and of on-line 

banking, created digital payments the preferred payments 

technology. The digitalization of our economic and social 

activities has led to increasing demand for quicker and 

cheaper styles of payments. This has largely been created 

possible by the explosion of technology platforms and social 

media, which have become present in our lives via mobile 

devices like smart phones. Interactions on these platforms 

take several forms, together with communication and the 

seek for and consumption of data. It became natural to 

increase the functionalities of those platforms to payments, 

either peer-to-peer payments or retail payments.  

 

It is necessary to know that these changes in retail payments 

are mostly driven by client convenience. They are related to 

the constant digital presence of technology platforms that 

have created styles of payment that are not solely seamless 

and as quick, or quicker than, ancient ones, which permit 

transactions to require place inside their system. The key 

becomes the platform and not the particular kind that cash 

takes. If the payment is convenient given the connections of 

the platform network, it'll dominate ancient styles of 

payment. But bear in mind that making a payments 

technology in one in every of these platforms requires over 

simply technology. Some of the first FinTech start-ups 

before long accomplished that operating with bank deposits 

because the plus being changed was troublesome and dear. 

Accessing bank accounts usually needed victimisation the 

dear and slow infrastructure of credit cards and partnership 

with banks that were, with reason, not willing to administer 

straightforward access to potential competitors. owing to this 

reluctance to figure with banks, some of the first 

developments were targeted on developing various digital 

assets that interacted higher with these new platforms.  

 

Crypto currencies and the associated block chain technology 

became a natural answer for these new demands. however it 

didn't stop there. As long in concert develops trust, cash are 

often stored in any style of digital ledger or info and, as a 

result, we've witnessed the development of recent styles of 

cash that area unit sitting outside of the standard deposit-

taking establishments. additionally to an oversized range of 

cryptocurrencies, we have seen mobile phone phone 

suppliers (e. g., M-Pesa) and BigTech platforms (e. g., 

WeChat, Venmo or Facebook Pay) produce digital 

repositories useful that may be used as a style of payment. 

Finally, the recent Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated a 

number of these trends towards digital styles of payment. 

From a health purpose of read, the initial fears were that 

handling physical money may increase the chance of 

contagion. But the same fears apply to credit cards wherever 

either a signature or the input of a code on a PIN pad is 

needed. In the case of contactless payments, in spite of the 

particular implementation, the chance is sort of non-existent. 

For this reason, some central banks have recently raised the 

bounds on contactless payments to encourage their use. 

additionally, social distancing encourages electronic 

commerce that depends on digital styles of payments. 
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whereas a number of the lawmaker social distancing 

measures can disappear over time, it's terribly doubtless that 

the massive obligatory adoption of digital styles of 

communication and ways in which of doing business can 

have a long-lasting effect on our daily routines, together 

with payments.  

 

7.4 Bank Deposits as Digital Money 

 

The beginning reference is bank deposits that have been the 

foremost common form of digital cash. this can be a liability 

issued by an advert bank that's liquid and without delay 

offered for withdrawal within the type of money (which is 

issued by the central bank). It‘s worth is denominated within 

the unit of account and therefore the redemption worth is 

fixed: a $1 deposit is often price $1. The plus will be used 

for payments mistreatment totally different strategies – from 

cheques and paper – based bank transfers to credit cards, on-

line transfers and smartphone apps. The fixed redemption 

worth is supported by a mixture of deposit insurance, 

regulation as well as an exact and easy redemption processes 

(withdrawal as cash). Of course, the history of bank failures 

could be a reminder that the fastened redemption worth is 

not secure all told circumstances and depends on the 

protection of a selected banking sector and therefore the 

temperament of governments to step in and bail out 

depositors if the deposit guarantee isn't giant enough.  

 

7.5 Crypto Currencies 

 

Bitcoin was launched not solely as an alternate to banks and 

payments systems however conjointly as achallenge to 

central banks. In the words of the original Bitcoin paper: 

―The root problem with conventional currency is all the trust 

that‘s required to make it work. The central bank must be 

trusted not to debase the currency, but the history of fiat 

currencies is full of breaches of that trust. ‖ 

 

In observe, this meant that this new type of digital cash was 

related to a new unit of account and its properties as a store 

useful would depend upon its ability to keep up a stable 

worth relative to the products and services against that it 

would be changed. Bitcoin was the primary; however 

several different cryptocurrencies that used an identical 

model shortly followed. over 3, 000 digital coins area unit 

currently listed on exchanges, though solely regarding forty 

five of them have a daily commercialism volume of over 

$50 million.  

 

These new digital assets are related to associate innovative 

technology that relies on a decentralized system of 

validation which secures speed, low cost as well as pseudo-

anonymity. The reality of the 10 years that followed the 

launch of Bitcoin has approximately matched the initial 

hopes. These digital assets didn't perform well as a store of 

value. The terribly giant volatility of Bitcoin was matched 

by that of different cryptocurrencies. In fact, the correlation 

of costs across cryptocurrencies was high and increasing 

when the 2017 bubble burst.  

 

But additionally to stability valuable, there are increasing 

issues concerning the ability of the technology to deliver the 

secure measurability and potency. So whereas it's still early 

days 10 years once the launch of Bitcoin, none of these new 

units of account has become a competition to the regular 

business of payments and bank deposits. Whereas the 

volumes of trade aren't insignificant, they seem to be 

dominated either by speculation on the valuation of the 

quality or uses of cash that need tier of obscurity that's 

insufferable with traditional suggests that of payment or 

associated with platforms wherever software system apps 

will be developed 

 

7.6 New Umbrella Entity Can Intensify Competition 

Within the Digital Area 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic fuelled the proliferation of digital 

modes of payments, the bank of Asian nation noted in its 

Annual Report 2020-21. The prospects for FinTech in 

India‘s national economy in 2021-22 can rely upon the 

degree of fortification of digital usage.  

 

―The Covid-19 pandemic has fast-tracked digital 

transformation of the payments system in Asian nation. 

Besides augmenting the broad-based use of technology, the 

pandemic has fuelled the proliferation of digital modes of 

payment, propulsive the country towards ‗less-cash‘ 

alternatives.  

 

Overall, the full digital dealings volume in 2020-21 stood at 

4, 371 crore, as against 3, 412 crore in 2019-20, attesting to 

the resilience of the digital payment system within the face 

of the pandemic.  

 

The report noted that the prospects for FinTech in India‘s 

national economy in 2021-22 can rely upon the degree of 

fortification of digital usage, which is, in turn, contingent 

upon the resilience of the underlying acceptance 

infrastructure, money accomplishment and awareness of the 

users and strengthening of the client protection and cyber 

security protocols in area.  

 

All these factors can facilitate in cementing the trust of users 

in digital modes. The RBI‘s initiative to line up a pan-India 

new Umbrella Entity can intensify competition within the 

digital area and produce out the most effective for finish 

users and different participants in terms of potency gains and 

convenience.  

 

Collaborations between card supply banks, FinTech players 

and different stakeholders of the payments system square 

measure possible to administer rise to a brand new hybrid 

model of finance which will facilitate address credit gaps 

and work up walk reaching by leverage on the geographical 

footprint of banks and technological power of FinTech 

corporations.  

 

In the space of digital payments, varied initiatives like 

associate innovation hub, a restrictive sandbox and offline 

payment solutions square measure current to confirm that 

within the digital system, Asian nation maintains its position 

as a pacesetter. 

  

The run is additionally within the method of extending the 

geo-tagging framework place in situ to capture location of 

bank branches, ATMs and BCs to hide payment system bit 
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points, sanctionative correct capture of their location across 

the country. Further, the likelihood of leverage India‘s 

domestic payment systems to facilitate cross-border 

transactions is being explored, and corridors and charges for 

inward remittances are reviewed.  

 
Figure 3: Digital Payments 

 

8. Principle Challenges in Dealing with the 

Impact of COVID-19 
 

8.1 Customer Assumptions 

 

Nowadays, Customer assumption is a significant test that 

advanced banking is confronting today and most of the 

banks can't convey the nature of administration that 

customers are requesting in the present current financial 

world and a larger part of the banks is feeling the strain, 

particularly with respect to innovation.  

 

Banks can't give straightforward entry to the client with 

respect to current banking in this day and age like simple to 

utilize internet banking that what clients are request today. 

And furthermore the difficulties banks are confronting with 

respect to customer assumptions are the versatile banking 

application that portable banking application ought to be 

cordial and simple to utilize.  

 

8.2 Expanding Competition 

 

The subsequent test with respect to the advanced financial 

world is expanding contest between the banks. Distinctive 

Financial Institutions like Commercial banks, credit 

associations, FinTechs, and public banks all are going after 

similar clients in the present current financial world. New 

items are presenting step by step by the various banks that 

increment the opposition between the banks in the present 

time of the cutting edge banking world.  

 

8.3. Network Protection Issues in Banking 

 

Digital assaults are progressively considered a top concern 

issue for financiers and furthermore the financial area is the 

most single designated region by programmers and 

fraudsters for clear reasons in the present current financial 

world. As indicated by Casey Morella says: "Banks face a 

sensitive harmony between client experience and extortion 

the board: while practices of counteraction can make 

rubbing and a declined client is frequently a troubled client, 

misrepresentation occasions can bring about lost broker 

client connections."  

 

There is a $2.1 trillion monetary wrongdoing cost of the 

worldwide economy is recorded each year that is more than 

the joined GDP of Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Switzerland, and 

Ireland. In the present Era of the advanced financial world, 

Fraud recognition and security issues are a major and 

exorbitant migraine for the financial business.  

 

Today greater part of the Banking clients are getting away 

from utilizing money and checks and depending more on 

electronic banking to finish exchanges. In light of this shift, 

monetary organizations keep on growing more web-based 

interfaces and portable applications to rival one another. 

Albeit the point of these applications and entries is giving 

accommodation and upgrading the client experience, then 

again, they represent an exceptional danger as far as network 

protection.  

 

As indicated by the review, around 85% of the tried web 

applications had blemishes and an absence of secure 

information stockpiling to incapable cryptography that 

would allow digital assaults against clients. There are 

various explanations that permit the digital assailant for 

getting access the client data:  

1) Lack of server security.  

2) Insecure information stockpiling.  

3) Leakage of information on the client side.  

4) Inadequate encryption.  

 

8.4 Quicker Innovative Changes  

 

Banking can't endure today without innovation and 

furthermore the quickest changes in the innovation step by 

step build the opposition between the monetary foundations. 
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With the quickest changes in the innovation new items are 

presented step by step by the banks that expansion the 

opposition between them. Then again, the quickest changes 

in innovation in the financial area make ease for the client 

yet it likewise makes a huge contest between the monetary 

establishments.  

 

8.5 Guideline 

 

In spite of the fact that for hazard supervisors and industry 

experts there is a somewhat to a lesser degree a worry, 

financiers refer to fixing administrative necessities as at 

times exorbitant, unnecessary, and ineffectual. While then 

again brokers perceive the requirement for harder controls, 

concerns were raised with regards to the volume and 

intricacy of current guideline which was expressed to eat 

into in general industry edges and the board time. Investors 

are additionally worried about the effect of rising 

administrative prerequisites that are forced by the national 

bank on advancement and variety, just as their capacity to 

contend viably against more modest players who are not 

presented to a similar administrative examination.  

Albeit in the present time of the advanced financial world 

many banks have become more cognizant with regards to 

the danger and furthermore banks are adjusting admirably to 

progressively severe prerequisites, guideline keeps on being 

a worry for banks who should contribute a sizable measure 

of time, cash, and exertion into satisfying consistence 

guidelines.  

 

In today time of current financial world Regulatory 

prerequisites by the national bank keep on expanding on the 

financial area, and furthermore today need of banking area is 

to spend a huge piece of their optional financial plan on 

being consistent, and furthermore bank needs to spend their 

optional spending plan on developing frameworks and 

cycles to keep with the developing necessities. These 

administrative difficulties are kept on expanding by the 

national bank, so today the requirement for customary banks 

is to continually assess and work on their tasks to get 

together the administrative necessities and stay aware of the 

high speed of progress in the banking and monetary 

industry.  

 

8.6. Political Impedance 

 

Another test with respect to the cutting edge banking world 

is political obstruction and furthermore the Bankers are 

griping that political impedance is presently the greatest 

danger confronting the financial business where the Bankers 

communicated worry that because of the large number of 

reasons states could meddle in the financial tasks. The public 

authority could intercede in the financial activities in such a 

way as bringing incomes up in a period of spending plan 

pressure, increment financial backer security, and modify 

the public duty base. Brokers featured the effect of the 

forthcoming U. S. races and furthermore financiers featured 

the vulnerability in a few worlds of politics remembering for 

Europe and across the Middle East, which could bring about 

more noteworthy obstruction over financial administration, 

such as banking loaning arrangements and tax assessment. 

Because of the political impedance in the financial areas, 

investors can't direct their business exercises flawlessly as 

the brokers can run without political obstruction.  

 

These days because of the a large part of the political 

impedance in financial exercises Bankers know about the 

potential for more prominent political obstruction by the 

way they deal with their everyday financial activities, 

likewise the banks know that what ought to be the loaning 

approaches, and tax collection dependent on a large group of 

full scale and microeconomics factors.  

 

Coronavirus has prompted huge primary and conduct 

changes as friendly removing, drive for financial revival, 

and expanding administrative and government mediations.  

 

These changes, like disturbances to actual activities, sway on 

resource quality and liquidity, and request tension on 

advanced channels, has presented difficulties to monetary 

foundations across key capacities.  

 

This report expounds on the way that securing existing 

business and driving beneficial development in a post-

COVID-19 world requires drives across various aspects:  

1) Goals and yearnings  

2) Where to play  

3) How to win  

4) Assets and abilities  

 

The report additionally proposes the three need regions, 

among different mediations, which can possibly help launch 

the recuperation and arrangement for the future 

development.  

 

8.7 Path To Recovery:  

 

Five key priorities as they plan their path to recovery 

1) Productivity improvement and innovation enablement. 

Monetary administrations firms are searching for 

approaches to quickly speed up their advanced change 

and cloud enablement guides.  

2) Reconnecting with clients. Perceiving that client 

assumptions and requirements have quickly changed, 

firms are currently carrying out programs pointed 

toward further developing client commitment.  

3) Making lively biological systems and organizations. 

With plans of action and market elements proceeding to 

develop, monetary administrations firms are drawing in 

with non-customary accomplices to make new offers for 

clients.  

4) Implanting social obligation and reason. As business 

sectors and economies look towards recuperation, there 

are developing calls for expanded spotlight on 

ecological, social and administration contemplations.  

5) Further developing danger the executives and deftness. 

The main monetary administrations firms are making 

strides today to work on their capacity to manage abrupt 

shocks and unforeseen dangers later on.  

 

8.8 Innovating to Recovery 

 

Over the past few months, our network of economic services 

professionals is operating closely with their purchasers and 

market participants to alleviate their short capability 
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constraints and bridge their longer-term capability gaps. a lot 

of significantly, perhaps, our network has been serving to 

the leading companies to find radical ideas, attain real 

innovation, deliver demonstrable results and make deep 

collaboration so as to accelerate and enhance their long-run 

strategy. In short, they are helping financial services firms 

anticipate tomorrow while delivering today.  

 

8.9 Look To The New Reality 

 

To be sure, COVID-19 has brought terrible suffering and 

hardship to giant components of the planet. And it's 

conjointly forced businesses of all sorts to essentially rethink 

their ancient in operation models, business models and client 

price propositions. For the money services business, the 

transformations are challenging; however it'll even be 

necessary. We believe the money services markets of the 

long run can mostly be formed by those corporations that 

area unit able to anticipate tomorrow whereas delivering on 

the priorities of nowadays. Those that are turning the 

COVID-19 expertise to their advantage and building the 

capabilities they need to thrive within the new reality.  

 

9. Conclusion 
 

COVID-19 has reinforced the need to promote resilience 

amidst rapid technological change in the economy and 

global financial system. The rapid use and adaptation of new 

technology have helped firms to operate effectively in the 

new environment. At the same time, they have put the 

spotlight on the need to ensure operational resilience in an 

environment of greater reliance on outsourcing and third 

party service providers, including on a cross-border basis. 

More generally, the boost that COVID-19 seems to have 

given to digital financial services, in particular various forms 

of digital payments reinforces the need to ensure that 

regulatory frameworks and approaches provide a solid basis 

for harnessing the benefits of such innovation while 

containing their risks.  
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